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1) 

Below is a dispute between Olive and Austin, where Olive transfers ,Blackacre to Austin 
with subject to the condition that Austin use Blackacre only for residential purposes. 
Austin, although residing on the property in the "owner suite," defies the terms of the 

0 

transfer. Olive sues to acquire Blackacre back, but Austin will likely prevail. The terms and / 
conditions of the transfer is such that Austin must reside there, which he does. If /transferring the land back to Olive occurs, Olive would be in possession of a hotel, which 
would potentially be unjust enrichment. In the event Austin fails under the terms and 
conditions of t..1-ie transfer, Austin would likely prevail under an Adverse Possession 
theory, which in this jurisdiction is eight years. Austin had been ih breach cf the contract 
for longer than eight years and meets all the requirements to adversely pos�ess Blackacre. 

One who possesses land under fee simple determinable is to have all th� rights the 
owner of the land would have, corttingent on the conditions of "':he contract. So long as 
the recipient adheres to the condition of the contract, they are the rightful owner of 
Blackacre. 

Here, Olive, t.½.e original owner of Blackacre, conveys Blackacre to Austin and his heirs 
so long as it is used only for residential purposes. By doing 1:lli.s, Olive has given Blackacre 
to Austin, making Austin the true owner of Blackacre. Using tlie language, "so long as" / 
creates a caveat or contingency, to which, in 1ie event Aus�1 bre?.:cnes the condition set 
forth in the deed, the land can go bacK to Olive. Because Olive has a chance to regaia title 
to Blackacre, Olive is vested in Blackacre, and only Olive can regain title of Blackacre 
from Austin through legal action. Olive is not required to do so. 
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' .. +: � In 2000, Olive transferred Blackac;e to Austin. Ir1 2010, Austin remodeled, making 
Blackacre the location of a small hotel, which began operatio:i1 in 2012. In 2022, Olive 
filed a lawsuit to regain Blackacre. Olive ··would assert that, because the contingency set in 
the contract was violated, and because Olive nas a vested future interest in Blackacre in 
the event Blackacre is not used for residential purposes, Olive should regain Blackac.te. 
Additionally, the ter.r.o.s of the contract state that Austin would own Blackacre "so long as 
it is used ONLY for residential purposes (emphasis added). In the current condition, the 
property is being used for Austin's residence and the residence of travelers. Austin would 
assert that, although Blackacre is now the location of a hotel, he still resides on the 
property, living in a dedicated "owner suite." Because he resides on the property, and the 
terms of the transfer state that Austii1 owns Blackacre in fee simple "so iong as it is used 
only for residential purposes," he would not be in violation of the contract. 

0 

/ 

A court would likely rule in favor of Austin because he owns Phckacre contingent on 
him residing on the property. Despite the word."only" in the coiTct2,ct, Austin resides 
there, and Olive would be unjustly enriched if she regained Blacka�te u1ider these terms. 

/ 

Adverse Possession 

Adverse possession is a rare instance in the law where a wrong does make a right. One 
can own the land in fee simple absolute through adverse possession if they have (1) actual 
possession, (2) they are _open and notorious, (3) they are hos�e, and (4) the stay is /cont:t.nuous. In Califorrua, there 1s a 5th element where the aeiverse possessor must pay the 
property tax on the land. They cannot pay the tax in a lump sum. They must actually be 
present on the land. Open and notorious indicates they act as the tnie owner of the land. 
Hostile refers to without permission, even if it is a mistake. The stay must be continuous, 
but not inherently 365 days a year. 
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In the event Olive wins through the breach of contract theory listed above, Austin may 
have a chance at acquiring Blackacre through an adverse possession claim. Austin 

/ remodeled in 2010, and opened the hotel for business in 2012. Olive did not bring suit 
until 2022, and the statute of limitations is eight years. Additionally, this jurisdiction does 
not require any property taxes to be paid (although Austin likely paid them as he owned 
Blackacre for a set tii:-ne). If Austin breached the contract, he could assert that, since 2012, 
he was not there with permission, making his stay and use of the land hostile; he was 
living there, so he met the requirements for actual possession and continuous stay; and he 
meets the requirement for open and notorious, as he was acting as the true owner of the 
land. 

If he does not win under the terms a11d conditiohs of the contract listed above, Austin 
would likely have a successful claim under an Adverse Possession claim. 
END OF EXAM 
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Below is a landlord-tenant dispute to w 'ch a landlord and tenant enter into a 10 year
agreement to which tenant will pay $500 a month, plus a percentage of proceeds from 
farming to landlord, roughly averaging $25,000 a year. The ciispu'�e arrises when tenant
fails to pay landlord the percentage of net profits. Ienant <lees not make any net profit, so
the amount to give landlord is $0.00. The landlord will likely prevail under a breach of

? contract theory, finding that, although tenant did pay the percentage of farm-based
revenue (which was nothing), the tenant failed to adhere to all the terms of the contract,
specifically the prevision stating that the tenant, over the course of the 10 years, must tend
to the farm. The tenant ended up quitting farming three years before the contract expired.
Landlord Tenant Agreement 

0 

In a typical landlord tenant agreement, �e lan�lord all�ws _the te�ant to us_e the l_and per
/the terms of the agreement. The landlord is reqmred act m good faith and fair dealing, 

adhere to the implied warranty of habi,�ability (residential), and adhere to the covenant of
quiet enjoyment. The tenant is requi.'.ed to pay rent unless :!victed.

Here, the agreement between Lyle (Landlord) and Tom (Tenaht) is one where, effective
January 1st, 2015, Tom will work the farm, live in the farmhouse, and pay Lyle $500 a
month plus a percentage of the net annual revenues from the farming operatior-is, payable 
by January 31st for the year preceding, which are roughly $25,000 a year. This agreement /
has two branches analysis: (1) the residential aspect, and (2) the commercial aspect.

(1) The residential aspect of the contract-- Tom will pay Lyle $500 a month to reside in
the farmhouse. This part of the analysis is governed by the implied warranty of /
habitability discussed below.

---
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(2) The commercial aspect of the contract-- Tom will pay Lyle a percentage of the 
revenue of farm operations by the 31st of January each year over the next 10 years. This 
does not have an implied warranty of habitability. The farm itself had some problems 
with the well and the well pump, to which Tom paid $10,000 towards a new pump in 
2021. Although the well pump did not inherently contribute to Tom's decision to stop 
farming, it could have led to why his crops did not yield profit. By the end of 2021, Tom 
rendered a net loss. 

, . 

Per the terms of the agreement, Tom will pay Lyle $500 a month plll:s_ a percentage of 
the net annual revenues from the farming operations, so Ion& as �l'ot:r.£ works the farm. 

0 

Tom stopped working the farm, which is a b:rea,ch of con�act,_1:�t the lost wages from 
/

2021 are not a breach of contract. Tom woi:ked the farm, but by tli.e end of 2021, because 
of drought, supply chain issues, and the lack of affordable faim labor, the farm suffered a 
net loss. The percentage of farm revenue to Lyle was effectively paid, as the revenue was 
$0.00. 

A court would likely find in favor of Tom under the terms of the agreement up to 2021. 
Tom will still owe for residential every month up to the eviction date if evicted. If Tom is 
not evicted, he would be responsible for Jan 1st, 2025, which is approximately $5,100 in 
owed rent for the $500 a month minus the $200 off in credits until the terms of the 
contract are up in 2025. (Math is not my strong suit). 

Implied warranty of habitability 

The implied warranty of habitability appiies to residentiai la:.1?k)'.td-tena11t transactions, 
to which the landlord must ensure that the :t,roperty 1s habitabie. Fer p!aperty to be found 
inhabitable, it must have significant damages or repairs necessary to make it livable, such 
as little to no hot water, significant electric issues, etc. 
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Here, Tom and Lyle had already worked outan arrangement to where, Tom would fix 
any habitability issues and receive a c,edit off the monthly scene of $500 a month. Lyle /

gives Tom a credit of $200 a month the electrical issues, window repairs, pipe leaks, etc. 

A court would likely find that the residential aspect of the case is satisfied through the / 
credits and agreement in place from Lyle and Tom. 

Notice 

Notice of eviction by a landlord to a tenant must be given with a reasonable amount of 
time based on the terms of the original agreement. If no such time is provided in the 
terms, common law states that 30 days is typically sufficient for month to month, 180 
days is sufficient for year to year-- the court wants to ensure that reasonable notice is 
upheld based on the length of the contract. 

Here, notice was given to Tom on March 1st, 2022, which is 90 days after Tom's failure 
to pay the percentage of farming operati:oris to Lyle. Although this is 90-days after Tom 
did not pay Lyle, the notice given to Tom was a three-day Bay: or Quit �i:otice, which is 
only allowing Tom three days to find a new place to live if upnelci. Tom would.likely /

,,., 

assert that, per the discussion above, the revenue generated in 2021' that is owed to Lyle 
was $0.00, so there is no farm-based revenue owed to Lyle. Additio�1ally; three days to 
leave is unconscionable. Tom would argue that 30 days minimmn is required per common 
law. Lyle would assert that, because the contract requires farming proceeds to be paid, 
Tom is to pay the correct percentage. Lyle would state that he had waited 90 days for 
payment and Tom had failed to deliver. 

A court would likely find in favor of Tom for notice. 

Breach of Contract 
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A contract is valid when there is offer, acceptance, and consideration, which is a bargain 
for exchange. 

0 

/ 

Here, Tom and Lyle had a valid contract where Tom would live in the farmhouse and 
work the farm over the course of 10 years. Because Tom quit farming by the end of 2021, 
there is effectively a breach of contract. In the event the court rules in Tom's favor over /
the matter of farming proceeds being $0.00, to which Lyle would have received the 
proper percentage, Lyle could still sue Tom for specific performahce, requiring him to 
continue to farm for an additional three years. Tom does not have a defense to the breach 
of contract claim under the farming c�at:se of the contract. 

A court would likely find in favor of Lyle for breach of contract. / 
Overall Conclusion 

Overall, Tom would likely be successful in the payment of farming proceeds to Lyle. 
Because Tom failed to make any money off of 2021, finding himself with a net loss, the 
amount of revenue Tom generated from· farming was $0.00. Tom only owes Lyle rent at 
$500 a month prior to any credits. For the breach of contract, a Lyle would likely win, 
finding that Tom breached the contract by quitting farming three years before the 
contract expired. Because the contract was breached, the contract may be void, allowing 
Lyle to evict Tom-- not for failure to pay, but for failure to con:t:inue to farm. Overall, Lyle 
will successfully evict Tom, but he will have to do the evictioi\ process properly with 
adequate notice or through the breach of contta<:t. claim. 

END OF EXAM 
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3) 
Alice 

Does Alice have a claim to Blackacre? 
Alice was gifted Blackacre from her uncle Oliver, in order to gift real property, there/ needs to be donative intent and there needs to be delivery which can be actual, by . 

delivering a key or by writing a deed ancl acceptance of the gift. 
Oliver had donative intent, he wantced tc gift Alice Black�_c,e and he executed a deed 

that named himself grantor and Alice graatee
7 
and designated Bi�ck�.c.:e on the deed as

the property being conveyed, he even had the document notarized. and immediately gave 
it to Alice's Dad Bob, for Bob to record. This satisfied the celivery. Alice can argue that �__.,.

Blackacre belongs to her because it was gifted to her by her Uncle ,:)liver. She even has a 
text stating, "My Dear Alice, I hope you like Blackacre." C::-:i:y will argue that if Oliver 
really wanted the property to convey �o A.lice then he would have fixed the paperwork 
immediately, but instead he told Boo, 1'Heard about the deed, That's OK," and did 
nothing about it. 

Cory would argue that Oliver no longer intended to convey :Blackacre to Alice. /-
In property cases, intent is everything and we need to always think of what the intent of 

the gran�or was ��en _they wanted to grant blackacre_? S�-:e t:!�e grantor of the deed is no /.
longer alive and 1t 1s d�Jficult to know what was on his· mine!. smce we can no longer ask / 
him, Alice will use her father Bob as a witness anci the notary ,as a -.vi.mess to demonstrate 
to the court that her uncle Oliver war.,ted to intentionally gift :1er with Blackacre. 

Cory 
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Does Cory have a claim to Blackacre? 

First things first, I am not sure how Cory is.the �on of Oliver since it is clearly stated 

that Oliver was a life-long bachelor and childless, he may be a step-son or an adopted son 

or he may be someone that Oliver saw as a son. Either way, Cory will fight for blackacre 

and state it was left to him .. Unfortunately, Blackacre was no longer Oliver's to give. Bob 

had recorded the deed a year prior to Oliver's death and if Cory were to go to the 

recorder's office of the county where blacka.::re is located in, l:e would see that Alice is the 

name on the deed of the property, she is part of the chain, she is not a wild deed floating 

around. 

The will that was left to Cory stated th�: Oliver was leaving hls entire estate to his son 

Cory, one cannot give what one no longer has. If Blackacre was no longer part of the 

estate because it was gifted to Alice, then Cory cannot acquire ownership or possession of 

blackacre because it belongs to Alice. 

Cory will still try to argue that California is not a Race Notice recording jurisdiction, 

which is a jurisdiction that allows the first deed recorded the first in right, he will argue 

that California has exceptions for recordings. 

Due to the fact that blackacre is be!.:ng it,.:1erited, Cory cannot de much, if Cory would 
,. 

have purchased the property from Oliver, i1e wcul6 have a lot mo.re rights and 
-

• 

. 

protections. First of all, he would be.� ioI .. afiC:e purchaser and i.11 Caiifornia a bona.fide 

purchaser has a right to blackacre, even though a prevlous deed has been written and or 

recorded the bonafide purchaser can gain possession by estop-'pei of ::ieed, by stopping 

Alice from acquiring it and gaining possession. 

If Cory were a bonafide purchaser, he wouid have a right to blackacre but because he 

inherited through a will, he does not have a right to black acre because Alice is the name 
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on the deed, it was gifted to her, a deed was wr-�tten, it was 1:1.ota:dzed anu recorded. Even 

though a deed does not have to be recorded lfi order to be valid, recording is good 

because it gives notice and in this tas� it glves notice to Cory that Oliver conveyed 

Blackacre to Alice a year ago. 

Overall, Alice has the more compelling argum.ent, but in a judidai courthouse anything 

can happen and Cory also has a chance to end up with blackacre, but his chances are less 

than those of Alice. 

END OF EXAM 
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